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ABSTRACT: Knitted structures occupy a special position in composite preforming 
due to their inimitable characteristics. An insight into the knitted structures with 
respect to their composite preforming characteristics is presented in this article. 
Directionality of knitted structures and requirements of high performance fibers for 
knitting have been discussed. Contourability, net-shape preforming, high dynamic 
mechanical properties along with easy and rapid manufacturability are the important 
features of knitted structures to match the composite preform requirements. In this 
article, the work done in the above areas of research have been critically reviewed. 

KEY WORDS: knitting, structural modifications, directional preforms, mechanical 
properties. 

INTRODUCTION 

T EIE SYNERGETIC EFFECT on the properties of the fiber reinforced 
composite material is much greater than the sum of the individual 

component properties, wherein compressive strength and stiffness are 
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contributed by the reinforcing matrix, and tensile strength is a product of the 
fiber-matrix synergy [I]. Textile preforms, the assimilated unrigidized 
fibrous structure, have long been known as prime reinforcement for 
composite applications, since they are easier to handle, can be made to fit 
the shapes, and provide ~ersatile design potential due to their structural 
complexity [2,3]. Though knitted structures have been attempted, lower 
mechanical properties [4,5] and unexploited technological versatility have 
rendered their utilization to research level and lower commercial applica- 
tions in composites. Conformability characteristics, shear resistance, and 
dimensional stability of various textile preforms with respect to composite 
applications have been presented in Figure 1 [6]. Although knitted prebms 
show lower mechanical properties and low dimensional stability compared 
to that of wovens, high conformability and improved characteristics of 
modified and multiaxial knits against other textile preforms offer design 
versatility for composite structural applications. 

CLASSPFICATXON OF KNITTED STRUCTURES 

Knitted structures are developed by knitting, a process of forming 
fabric by the intermeshing of loops of yams and on the basis of the loop 
formation technique, knitted stmctures are categorized into weft and warp 
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knits. Sequential feeding of yarn and formation of a loop on each knitting 
needle effect weft knitting, so that the knitted loops are joined in the 
horizontal course-wise direction. Warp knitting produces a knitted structure 
with a simultaneous feeding of yarn and loop formation on each needle in 
the needle bar during the same knitting cycle, here the yarn path traces along 
vertical wale-wise direction. 

Weft knitted structures are the most commonly designed preforms for 
composite applications for their ease and manufacturability [7]. Plain knits 
are produced by the needles knitting as one set, drawing the loops away 
from the technical back towards the technical face side of the Fdbric. Reports 
on structure - property relationship of plain knit reinforced composites [8] 
and their impact behavior [9] hdve given an insight into the behavior of 
knitted fabric reinforced composite materials. Rib structures are the most 
cownon preforms for composite application among weft knits [lo] and they 
require two set of needles operating in-between each other so that wales of 
the face loops stitches with wales of back loops on each side of fabric [ll]. 
Studies an I x 1 rib knitted preform after stretch with respect to composite 
material tensile, bending, and impact performance have provided results 
indicating improvement in mechanical properties after stretched preforming 
[12]. Interlock structure is derived from rib structure but requires a separate 
arrangement of needle knitting back to back in an alternating sequence of 
two sets so that the two courses of loops show wales of face loop on each 
side of fabric. Interlock structures have been tried for composite preforming 
due to its true nature of double layer fabric with strong interlaminar 
bonding and structural stability [13]. Polyester interlock knit structures have 
been analyzed for stress-strain behavior and the properties of the composite 
have been predicted [14]. Resin transfer molded composites using glass 
Milano rib knits and epoxy resin have been characterized for static and 
dynamic mechanical properties [I 51. 

Warp knitting is by far the most versatile fabric production system in 
textiles providing design variations to produce elastic or stable, open or 
closed structure, flat, tubular or three-dimensional (3-D) structure with a 
maximum width of over 6m [16]. Based on the physical and mechanical 
properties, two guide bar warp knitted structures were categorized into four 
groups by cluster analysis so that the structure-property correlation can be 
successfully adopted for designing warp knit preforms to meet desired 
qualifications [IT. In warp knitted preforms, each increase in the extent of 
underlap tends to mslke the structure stronger widthwise whereas pillar or 
chain stitches are incorporated in the structure to improve the lengthwise 
strength of the knitted preform [16]. 

Weft knitting machines have been categorized into circular and flatbed 
knitting. machines based on the type of knitting needlebed employed. 



Shaping and structural modifications, generally required for weft knitted 
fabrics to suit technical applications, such as inlaying, are easily achieved 
using flatbed knitting machines with additional attachments [11,18,19]. 
Warp knitting machines are classified into Tricot (singlejdouble guidebars) 
and Raschel (multiple guidebar) knitting machines. Warp knits for technical 
applications are either developed on Raschel machines or on modified 
Tricot machines [11,16,18]. Complete details on developments in the knitting 
machineries are explained elsewhere [7,11,16,18,19] since these data are 
voluminous and have been covered in earlier review work [lo]. 

KNTTED FABRIC GEOMETRY AND MODELING 

Defining 'Loop' as the unit structural component of plain weft knitted 
structure, consisting of parts of circles joined by straight lines, Pierce [20] 
deduced that loop length or stitch length was always 16 times the yarn 
diameter used for knitting by assuming that loops lay on a cylinder in view 
of the 3-D properties. 

Leaf and G.askin [22] improvised the single loop shape in relaxed plain 
knit structure and proposed that the loop structure was constituted by sets 
of arcs but the actual cover values with respect to nominal cover factor was 
unpredictable. Based on the assumptions that loops consisted of two elastics 
joined as mirror images and lay on a surface whose cross section forms 
a sine function, Leaf provided the best geometrical model for the loop 
but mechanism of loop formation remained unanswered 1211. Most recent 
theoretical model of knitted loops is based on adoption of 'elasticay 
geometrical shape, a shape that a slim body such as a uniform elastic rod 
will assume when buckled by action of forces [21,23]. 

Initial theoretical estimation of knit composite tensile behOavior by 
numerical models using rule of mjxture and orientation efficiency factor 
provides realistic elastic modulus estimation along the load direction but is 
ineffective in analyzing shear modulus or Poisson's ratio since it ignores the 
loop intersections 1241. The loopy nature of the yarn in tbc preform and 
3-D architecture of the loop renders the preform. heterogeneous, thus 
complicating the analytical procedure for predicting mechanical properties. 
Based on the analytical method using knitting geometrical model proposed 
by L e d  and Gaskin [22], theoretical estimation of mechanical properties 
of weft knit reinf'orced composites have been attempted [25,26]. Prediction 
of mechanical properties of plain knit reinforced composite considering the 
fiber content and knitting parameters have shown reasonable agreement 
with experimental data in, which a volume averaging scheme was applied to 
obtain compliance/stiffness matrix of the unidirectional (UD) knitted fabric - 
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composite [25]. A hexagonal mechanical model of plain weft knit fabric has 
been proposed for analytical modeling considering the slippage effect onto 
the crossover region of the unit cell model, to predict the deformational 
and mechanical properties of weft knitted preforms. The estimated results 
correlate well with the experimental data which could be applied to study 
and condition the deformed knit preform on a mold in the resin transfer 
molding (RTM) process [27]. 

A new micromechanical model [28,29] based on same knitted geometrical 
model involves a two step approach wherein an assumed representative 
volume element or unit cell is fractioned into many sub-cells. Representative 
volume element or the unit cell of preforms are the basic repeating units 
of the structure and among many methods of general structural geometrical 
methods 1301, an automated algorithm has been proposed to generate the 
geometrical unit cells of knitted structures considering the heterogeneity 
of the structure [31]. These infinitely divided sub-cells are analyzed 
by micromechanical techniques and the values are converted into global 
coordinates from local coordinates by tensor transformation. An overall 
bridging matrix or stiffness/compliance matrix of the unit cell is obtained 
by averaging scheme. Adoption of a Leaf and Gaskin knit geometrical 
model into micromechanical technique considers the influence of 
knitting parameters and estimation of elastic properties of knit composites. 
Predictions of elastic properties of knit reinforced composite by such a 
method have yielded optimistic limits for warp knit preforms [32]. 

An attempt to compare eight different micromechanical modeling schemes 
available for knitted composite stiffness and strength analyses on glass fiber 
reinforced epoxy resin for single ply plain knit structure have been carried 
out. Amongst them the homogenized Reuss method and Ruan-Chou 
approach were most promising for strength and stiffness predictions [33]. 
Further improvement by incorporating the bridging model for estimating 
elastic constants has proved to be successful for composite stiffness predic- 
tion and it could be extended to estimate strength and inelastic composite 
properties [34]. Fatigue strength of carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composites 
with five different stacking arrangement of four layer plain knit preform has 
been predicted by a combination of classical laminate theory and bridging 
model of the same [35]. The predicted laminate fatigue strength values were 
found to be reasonably reliable with respect to experimental values. 

KN'ITTABILITY AND FIBER DAMAGE DURING KNITTING 

In context of advanced composite structures, high performance fibers 
and their interactions with the knitting process are of vital Importance. 



High performance yams can withstand the bending curvatures of the 
knitting process; however, the simultaneous application of both bending and 
tensile force would cause some filaments to break at a load which is lower 
than the tensile strength of the yarn. It is observed that knittability of high 
performance yarn depends on frictional properties, bending, stiffness, and 
yarn strength [36]. Brittleness, high stiffness, and high coefficient of friction 
of such yarns [37], require low tension during yarn input, fabric take down 
tension setting, and loop length control by stitch carn setting for knitting. 
Also knittability of high performance yarns mainly depends on yarn to 
metal friction characteristics [38,39]. 

Positive yarn feed control system for knitting offer better results by 
applying desired yarn input tension thus reducing yarn breakage rate beside 
solving handling difliculties [40]. Simikarly tension compensator at the feeder 
improve knitted preform dimensional stability. Increase in yarn tension 
during knitting increases fraying thereby promoting fiber bridges which 
could sometimes marginally improve the mechanical perfomance of the 
composites manufactured from those preforms [41]. Minimal metal to yarn 
contact and polished metal surfaces at yarn contact reduce yarn damage that 
might be incurred due to abrasion, It has also been investigated from the 
photographic methods that most of the filament breakage occurs at the top 
arc of the stitches and the broken filaments project from the fabric plane like 
small barbs 1361. 

Fibers are required to bend over sharp radius and manicure sharp corners 
in order to form the knitted loop in the structure. Yarn bending rigidity and 
inter yarn co-efficient of friction are very important determinants for loop 
shape while the loop length from high performance yarns and glass in 
particular is found to vary with needle diameter, stitching cam setting and 
machine setting [41]. When yam is in contact with knitting elements, 
frictional parameters influence yam tension according to the Euler's capstan 
equation [42]. Friction is generated due to movement of yarn and its 
abrasion with needles and knitting elements. 

Although high tenacity of high perfomance yarn indicates better 
knittability, coupled effects of lower surface strains, large tension buildup 
in the yam, low out-of-plane properties, and fiber damage due to 
primitive tension failing are serious impediments to the knittability of high 
perfarmance yam [41f. 

Yarn hairiness induced due to surface fiber structure because of yarn 
abrasion with knitting elements would also result in fiber damage affecting 
knittability [36]. =ble 1 [6] illustrates the combinational stresses to which 
the yarn is subjected to while performing, indicating that the knitting 
process involves four types of stress in comparison to others but the severity 
of these stresses during their manufacture also relates to the knittability. 
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Table I. Combinations of stresses fo which yarns are subjected during 
preforming 161. 

Surface Tensile Compressive Bending Shear Torsional Impact 
stress stress stress stress stress stress stress 

Weaving 
-warp x x x 
-weft x x x 

Knitting x x x 
Braiding x x x 
Sewing x x x 

(x: stress presence, - stress absence). 

STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION IN KNITS 
FOR COMPOSITE: APPLICATION 

Certain techniques are possible during the knitting action, which can 
radically change the physical appearance and properties of a knitted 
construction. Four of such main techniques are laying-in, plating, open 
work and plush-pile constructions amongst which the laying in technique 
has been explored and proven successful [lo]. An in-laid structure consists of 
a ground structure of knitted yarns which hold in position other non knitted 
yarns which were incorporated into the structure during the same knitting 
cycle to modify one or more of fabric properties like strength, stability, 
weight, handle, etc. [43,44]. 

DIRECTIONALLY ORIENTED KNITTED PREFORMS 

Knitted fabrics are considered 3-D due to non-planar configuration 
of the loops in the structure. Planar 2-D images of knitted structures 
would not provide the truthful geometric definition of the structure, 
given such scenario, 3-D image analysis would be critical from the point 
of view of realistic finite elemental analysis of composite material 
performance. Ozer [45] has developed computer simulation of warp 
knitted structures considering the yarn loop shape control points, loop 
knot sequence, and order of the loop curve. Isotropic and poor 
mechanical properties of knitted fiibrics have lead to structural 
modifications with inlay yarns in horizontal (weft), vertical (wale), and 
diagonal directions to develop preforms suitable for the composite 
applications. 



FIGURE 2. Unidirectional knitted structures. 

Unidirectional Knit Structures 

Monoaxial structures such as warp or weft knits with inlay yarn in any 
one particular direction are tenned as UD knitted fabrics. Inlay insertion 
across the width of knitted structure, also known as weft insertion, is a form 
of inlay extending over the entire width of the fabric. In weft knitting, inlaid 
~~ar11.s are ti-apped inside double needle bed T~lkrics. 1 x 1 Rib structured 
inlaid preforms have been attempted and found that UD strength can be 
enhanced substantially in the inlaid directions [13,46] and composites in such 
cases with better tensile strength compared to standard woven counterparts 
have been reported [47,48]. Magazine return weft insertion and single-end 
magazine weft insertion are the two principles on which weft insertion 
during warp knitting takes place. Weft inserted warp knit preforms have 
been characterized for composite applications [56]. Figure 2 illustrates the 
UD knit structures, weft inserted rib structure, warp inlaid weft knit, weft 
inkaid warp knit, and warp inlaid warp knit structures for composite 

. applications. 

Biaxial Knit Structures (2-D Knits) 

Incorporation of additional yarns in two directions in the knitted 
structures is termed as biaxial knitted structures. Introduction of both 
weft or warp yarns or diagonal yams into warp and weft knitted fabrics 
during knitting process combines the advantages of woven and knitted 
fabrics together 1571. Co-we-knits is a combined weaving and knitting 
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FIGURE 3. Biaxial knitted structures 11 6,641. 

technique, which is a modification of the warp knitting technique, wherein 
weft yarn is laid in front of warp threads to simulate woven and knitted 
structures together [10,16]. Warp laying in warp knits is either by miss 
lapping or with the use of the Pall plate technique [18]. Figure 3 [16,18] 
illustrates biaxial structures-warp and weft in-laid weft knit, warp and weft 
in-laid warp knits, and diagonally yarn inlaid knit structures. 

Multiaxial-multilayer Knitted Structures (3-D Knits) 

Multiaxial-multilayer structures are fabrics bonded by a loop system, 
consisting of one or several yam layers stretched in parallel. Multiaxial- 
multilayer warp knits (MWK) arc: also termed as non-crimp structures 
since the presence of knitted loops is to perform the function of holding 
layers of uncrirnped inlay yarns. These yarn layers may have different 
orientation and different yam densities of single ends. Multiaxial-multilayer 
fabrics are used to reinforce different matrices since combination af 
multidirectional fiber layers and matrices has proved capable of absorbing 
and distributing extraordinarily high strain forces. Among three basic types 
of these structures, Karl Mayer structures 1161 are those in which along 
with the ground tricot structure, in-laid yarns in warp, weft, and both 
dkgomil dil-eutions ( 70-td)") illre il~worpor~~ted in the .fhbriu. Two other 
types the Liba and Malimo systems along with layers of knits, can 
also incorporate fiberlnonwoven fleece between the layers to produce 
multiaxial-multilayer structures [58], which are predominantly applied for 
composite reinforcements. Figure 4 illustrates tricot and chain stitched 
multiaxial-multilayer knitted structure along with the cross-sectional view 
of the same. Structural and mechanical studies on these knit preforms based 
on unit cell modeling have shown superior performance of these preforms 
for composite applications [59-62]. 



FIGURE 4. Multiaxial-multilayer knitted structure. 

FIGURE 5. Spacer fabric 1161. 

Studies on experimental characterization of composite materials 
reinforced with 4-ply multiaxial knitted carbon fabrics compared with 
conventional prepreg tape composites indicate that high quality knitted 
carbon fabrics can be produced and RTM can be used to produce aerospace 
quality composite materials. Tension and compression strength reductions 
for the multiaxial knitted fabric composites ranged from 20% to 30%, 
compared to prepreg tape laminates. However, the knitted fabric composites 
exhibited compression after impact strengths up to 80% higher than the 
strength of comparable prepreg tape laminates [63]. 

Composite Knitted Structures 

The purpose of composite knitted fabrics is to combine different materials 
of partly opposite properties with knitting to create a single membrane that 
performs better than its individual components. With the Raschel warp 
knitting and stitch-bonding machines, the composite fabric is produced 
in a single, simple, and very productive operation. Spacer knitted fabrics 
(Figure 5) are sandwich structures with fabric thickness upto 60mm, 
manufactured from a two needle bar Raschel warp knitting machine with 
four guide-bars [16]. Generally utilized for technical textiles, it has high 
potential as preform for composite applications. 
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Stitch knit fabrics also produce sandwich structures with the aid of tricot 
stitches, wherein layered fabrics are stitched together to produce sandwich 
preforms. Stitching has long been known to have important uses in 
enhancing the strength and damage tolerance of composite structures f631. 
Stitching by Kevlar threads would enhance the structural integrity and 
damage tolerance of thin carbonlepoxy composite structures, but attempts 
to stitch thick prepregs revealed serious limitations to the method [64]. The 
most popular composite knitted fabric is a bi-axial reinf'orced nonwoven 
(Figure 6). These structures are frequently used as substrate for laminating 
or in the field of geotextiles as geocornposites [l6]. 

Stitching-through principle of making warp knitted multiaxial-multilayer 
structures (Figure 7) for fiber reinforced composites ensures isotropic 
behavior through uniform distribution of yarn ends in multidirections [63]. 
Due to the noncrirnped and parallel yarn sheets in them, they are 
particularly suitable for fiber reinforced composites with special characteris- 
tics such as low specific weight, adjustable stiffness between extremely stiff 
and extremely stretchable, and highest mechanical load resistance [65]. 

J?IGURE 6. Bi-axially reinforced nonwoven composite fabric 1161. 

! ' 
+ I : I  , - I . ..FIGZJRE . 7. Knit-stifcked structure , .,- [64]. 



Stitch-bonding is considered to be a special case of stitching with the warp 
knitting technique while the loop formation cycle is similar to warp knitting 
but deviates with respect to constructive design of the stitch-bonding area 
(horizontal needle arrangement, fixed retaining, backing rail), needle types 
applied (stitching needle), reference size for machine gauge (number of 
needles per 2 5 m ) ,  and conversion of unbonded fibrous webs to purely 
mechanically stitch-bonded nonwovens [l6]. 

PROPERTIES OF KNITTED PREFORMS 
AND TIICEUR COMPOSITES 

Knitted preforms, compared to woven counterpart are considered thick, 
highly extensible, distribute the stress better throughout the structures, and 
have less flexural rigidity [5]. The complex nature of the knitted structures 
generally do not exhibit distinct directions where the strength is at 
maximum, but the knit preform properties are greatly influenced by the 
fiber strength, modulus, knitted structure, stitch density, number of 
knitted fabric plies, pre-stretch parameters, inlays, and other knitting 
parameters [66]. 

Deformation behavior of knitted preforms can be predicted by initial 
load-elongation properties of knitted fabrics. A theoretical model based on 
elastica theory was analyzed for load-extension properties of plain weft 
knits made from high perfonnance yarns for composite applications. 
Assuming that plain knitted fabrics were made of frictionless, inextensible, 
incompressible naturally straight filaments, knitted fabric formed with 
planar loop structures with any two loops at adjacent courses interlock 
in such a way that yarns are fully in contact at the cross regions and 
the reaction forces at the loop interlacing region (Figure 8) were 
simplified as concentrated force 1671. Based on the theoretical cdculations, 
the faxe if) wting on p ~ i n t  f is ec~r~ated by tlae 'Enop tilt?ction angle (f4) 
and loop length (L) as given by 

Force corresponding to stress along the coursewise direction (T) is 
I i ~ t l u e ~ ~ c d  b~' the poilit foiue jc) a t  C rind the loop angles (/3 and y) as per 
the Equation (2) 

T = --P[sin( y) - tmilr,) -t C Y ~ G ~  y)] (2) 

The yarn disposition along the curvature ABC dong with the point force 
and loop angles regulate bending moment parallel to the X-axis as shown in 
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FIGURE 8. Unit structure of plain weft knitted fabric. (a) loop [22] and 
(b) intersection of loop [6]. 

Equation (3). Bending rigidity of yam (B) is governed by force (P), loop 
angles and the stress along the Y-axis as given in Equation (4). 

Theoretical calculations of tensile properties with the above equations 
were carried-out and compared with the Shahnan and Postle [68] analysis 
and experimental data have given good agreement with actual performance 
(Figure 9) of plain weft knit fabric made from high performance fibers. 
Shahnan and Postle's prediction of plain knitted fabric load-extension 
behavior under uniaxial stress in coursewise direction provided realistic 
estimation but was difficult to apply due to complexity. 

The Expression (5) for warp knitted fabrics for initial load-elongation [69] 
is given as, 

,ia'i~ese, F(8) is a fuartion nf strrrin. E is Young's modulus of material, 
und .4/'i2 is moment of area of cross section of material. This estimation 
is vdlid up to 15% extension, beyond which the structure begins to break 



FIGURE 9. Theoretical and experimental load - Extension curves of plain knitted 
perform [63]. (a) Extension in wale-wise direction; and (b) Extension in course-wise 
direction. 

FIGURE 10. Variation of tensile strength of differentially glass reinforced rib knit 
epoxy composites [48]. 

down when reaching maximum extension nearly twice that predicted by 
Equation (5) [69]. 

Strength and stiffness of the knit reinforced composite is considered 
relatively lower than woven and braided textile preformed composites [70]. 
This reduced performance of knit preforms has been attributed to the curved 
fiber orientation in the loops due to which fiber strength and stiffness is not 
completely availed in preformed composite performance. 

Improved tensile properties with structural modification of knit preforms 
l1iu:e been ntteinptad [q?,%;S]. I x 1 Rib glass knit preformed composites 
reinforced with epoxy resin prepared by the RTM technique with varying 
inlay yarns to develop strength enhanced UD composite have been 
successful. Figure 10 illustrates the tensile strength behavior of such 
laminates which attained more than 25% UD strength compared to 
scnldnrd woven preformed composites (40 kg-.mm2 at 0.65 I I  ) [%I. 
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A new class of knitted composites has been designed to maximize the total 
energy absorbed during tensile failure 1491. Knitted loops of light, 
continuous fiber tows are configured in such a way that they must be 
drawn through relatively large displacements before they come into direct 
contact with one another. Upon loop contact, the material hardens locally, 
forcing further damage to develop by the same process elsewhere. In this 
way, the entire gauge section absorbs energy before ultimate failure. The 
mechanisms involved in darnage delocalization and Failure are detailed and 
modeled in a simple manner. 

The mode I inter-laminar fracture toughness of advanced knitted textile 
composites was investigated [50]. Two complex weft-knitted glass fabrics 
were selected for the study: a triple rib knit and a Milano knit were 
impregnated with a tough epoxy resin and tested using a double cantilever 
beam geometry. For both knitted composites, the influence of the growth 
direction was studied by investigating crack propagation in both the wale 
and course directions. The results clearly showed that knitted fabric 
composites have exceptional inter-laminar fracture toughness properties, 
ilnmel!r. Illore tl~ililn 7DOO.i 111'. The 3-D loop structure induces ~ i l 1 - i ~ ~ ~  

energy consuming mechanisms, which do not occur in other composites. 
Toughening mechanisms such as crack branching, friction, yarn bridging 
and breakage were identified using scanning electron microscopy. 

The trade-off effect between loop length or stitch density with regard to 
the in-plane tensile and impact behavior of weft-knitted textile composites 
have been studied [51]. Three different styles of weft-knit structures, Milano, 
1 x 1 rib and plain knit, were investigated. It is interestingly noteworthy that 
an increase in loop length or stitch density has the opposite effects on the 
tensile strength and impact performance of the weft-knitted composites. 

Impact damage characteristics of plain weft-knitted carbon fabric 
reinforced epoxy composites subjected to low-velocity impact had been 
examined [52], The results showed that matrix cracking, matrixtfibre 
debonding, and fibre breakage were the major damage mechanisms and 
they came in the form of crossed cracks in the matrix on the surfaces of 
specimens and debonding of matrixlfiber along the cracks in C-scan images. 
This type of composite exhibited good energy absorption capacity as its 
energy absorption ratio can reach as high as 80%. Weft knitted glass fiber 
(GF) reinforced poly(ethy1ene-terephthalate)fPET) crash elements were 
tested under dynamic loading to gain insight in the response of knitted 
GF/PET parts and to demonstrate the energy absorption potential [53]. 
Tests on SMC, GMT, UD-reinforced GMT, and woven Fabric were 
performed for comparison with the knitted reinforcement. The crash 
characteristics of the investigated knitted fabrics were between those of 
random oriented composites and directional oriented composites. 



The mechanical response of weft knitted carbon fiber (CF) and GF fabric- 
reinforced thermoplastic composites with polyetheretherketone (PEEK) and 
polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) was studied by dynamic-mechanical 
thermal analysis (DMTA) and static tensile tests [54]. A strong anisotropy 
was observed in both stiffness and strength when the specimens were loaded 
in wale (stronger) and course direction (weaker) of the knit, respectively. 
The anisotropy factor was estimated by considering the relation of the loop 
numbers in the course and wale direction that resulted in good agreement 
with the experimental data. 

The mechanical response of knitted GF and C F  fabric-reinforced 
polyamide-12 (PA-12) composites was compared both under static (tensile, 
flexural) and dynamic (perforation impact) conditions [55]. The GF- and 
CF-content of the composites produced by hot pressing of 8 layers of planar 
weft knits containing staple reinforcing GF or CF and PA-12 fibers was 
practically the same, viz. ca 50 ~01%.  Dynamic-mechanical thermoanalysis 
(DMTA) showed a strong stiffness anisotropy: the stiffness of the 
composites in the wale-direction was markedly higher than in the course- 
direction. The same strong anisotropy was also found for the static tensile 
and flexural characteristics (stiffness and strength). The mechanical 
performance of the knitted CF-reinforced composite was superior to the 
GF-reinforced version under dynamic perforation impact conditions as well. 

Compressibility of knitted preforms is of hportance in the RTM process, 
wherein mold closing force and attainable fiber volume fraction is directly 
dependant on the Fabric compressibility. Knitted structures are highly 
compressible compared to wovens and it is observed that multilayered 
knitted preforms are easier to compress than the single layered, since the 
loops of different layers can mingle into each other in multilayered preforms 
1711. Compression behavior of knitted composites are mainly governed by 
the reinforcing matrix, hence this property is much more isotropic and 
predictably knitted composites perform better in compression than in 
tension [72]. 

The behavior of knit reinforced composite materials under impact loading 
is complex and is generally not well understood. Knitted composites have 
typically small damage areas demonstrating good resistance and a failure 
zone geometry of near circular (Figure 11) due to their higher isotropic 
behavior as compared to UD or woven composites. In the case of knitted 
structures, because of the looped configuration of the reinforcing fibres, the 
structure is more isotropic- The variation in impact damage resistance of 
different knit structures with varying knit parameters is very minimal 
irnplying that knits in general greatly enhance the structural integrity of the 
composites, giving rise to an improved interlaminar fracture toughness value 
resulting in better impact energy absorption [73]. In comparison with the 
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Impacted face Non-impacted face 

FIGURE 11. TypicaI example of impact damage to plan knitted composite specimens 
(energy level 8.18 J/mm) [68]. 

braid, uni-fabric, and prepreg tape composites, knitted structures show supe- 
rior retention of compressive strength after impact event. Compression after 
impact (CAI) strengths were decreased by only 12% for the knitted fabric in 
the given impact energy range, whereas the equivalent woven fabric CAI 
values fell by up to 40% [74]. Khondker et al. [73] argued that this demeanor 
pertained to greater damage resistance during the impact event to more 
homogeneous distribution of knitted reinforcement in the matrix, resulting 
in a better ply nesting and intermingling of knitted loops within the fabric 
layers, thus suppressing the propagation of crack or delamination growth. 

The knitted preforms have high drapability and deformability under low 
load, the ability bemuse of which complex contouring of shapes are possible 
with uniform fiber volume fraction throughout the composite material and 
in certain cases it is possible to develop truly 3-D fabrics that do not need 
any seaming when put in the mold [75]. Formability studies on two-biased 
multiaxial warp knit during hemisphere-pressing process based on the 
deformation behavior has been done to predict possible wrinkles, local 
deformations, and the flat shape for hemisphere. The comparison between 
theory and experiment suggest that the model fit the results very well [76]. 
Net shape performing is another way to knit the structure to the desired 
shape and size to fit the composite requirement. The property of 
deformability and net-shapability of knitted preforms is utmostly significant 
when composite panels with holes are to be designed. Such composites with 
holes display higher notch strength and bearing properties than drilled 
composites due to better dissipation of stresses away from the hole through 
looped network of knitted preforms [77,78]. 

The relationship between the physical, mechanical, and simulated 
formability properties of weft-knit GI? preforms were studied by Savci 
et al. [79]. The results for the full Milano structure showed that the plain 
loop length and tensile properties enabled a good prediction of simulated 
formability. It also investigates the effects of different knit structures on the 
deformation of weft-knit preforms- The other structures exaxnined include 



the alternating half Milano, full Milano, French double pique, and full 
cardigan. The results indicate that irrespective of structure, the loop length 
and tensile properties determine the simulated formability of weft-knit 
preforms. 

This ability to form 3-D shapes using the biaxial extensibility of knitted 
structures enables these knitted textile materials to be utilized for a wide 
variety of close fitting apparel garments and shaped composite preforms. 
Some representative biaxial extension curves for the plain knitted structure 
are described in a paper by Postle [80]. These curves illustrate an unusual 
shape for the load-extension curve of a textile material arising from 
pre-tension or pre-stress. The pre-stress yields an initial high tensile modulus 
for the structure in contrast to the very low initial modulus characteristic of 
apparel textiles. Accordingly, for knitted textile materials, it is shown how 
biaxial extension of the fabric introduces a fabric pre-stress to maximise the 
3-D fabric formability especially when subjected to transverse compression 
by the resin or matrix in a composite material. 

Sandwiches based on stampable foam core and face sheets offer potential 
for cost-effective applications. Since the formability of such sandwich 
structures mainly depends on the drapability of the face sheets, the 
deformation behavior of several types of textile preforms was evduated 
[81]. Drapability tests were performed on several woven and knitted fabrics 
in order to relate the forming energy to the preform architecture. Due to 
their high drapability and low forming energy, warp-knitted structures were 
selected as textile reinforcement for the sandwich face sheets. 

The effects of deforming knitted fabrics on the tensile and compressive 
properties of their composites have been investigated for the weft-knit 
Milano rib fibre architecture [82]. The properties have been studied for both 
the course and wale directions for composites with fabrics deformed in either 
of the two directions. It was found that any change in the mechanical 
properties of the deformed composites with respect to their undeforrned 
counterpart is strongly related to the changes in the knit structure brought 
about by the induced deformation to the knitted fabric. Deformation in the 
knitted Fabric also affects the tensile fracture mode whereby increased 
deformation, be it wale- or course-wise, transforms transverse fracture to 
shear fracture in either loading axis. On the contrary, the compressive 
fracture mode is insensitive to fabric deformation. 

Permeability of preform in the RTM process is an important parameter 
facilitating the setting of proper processing conditions by detemination of 
optimal gate and vent locations. In-plane permeability of fibrous preforms 
have been investigated based on tracking the time with variation of flow 
front when a liquid is injected into the mold with a transparent mold top to 
show the flow front or sensors for flow front detection [83,84]. A method for 
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FIGURE 12. Overview and comparison of some properties of existing reinforce- 
ments [70]. 

Table 2. Directional behavior of knitted fabrics in unjammed configurations [6]. 

Construction 

Directional Directional Directional In-plane 
stability conformability extensibility shear resistance 

a b c a b  c a b c a  b c 

Weft knit 
Weft in-laid weft knit 
Warp in-laid weft knit 
Weft knit in-laid warp and weft 
Warp knitted 
Weft in-laid warp knit 
Warp in-laid warp knit 
Warp knit in-laid warp and weft 
MWK rt.95" 
M WK O/&45" 
'MWK f 45/90' 
M WK 0/&45,'90° 

X X  X X X X  

X X  X  

X  X  X 

X  X  X  

X X X X X X  

X  X  X 

X  X  X  

X  X  X  X X X  

X X  X X X 

X  X  X  X X X  

X X X  X  X X  

X X X  X X X  

(a: machine direction, b: crosswise direction and c; bias direction, x: behavior, presence). 

determination of the same has been developed by gas flow and applied for 
knitted preforms [85]. 

Figure 12 presents the overall status of knitted preforms against other 
existing textile reinforcements with respect to strength/stiffness, toughness, 
contouring, and production costs [70]. The various knitted structural 
parameters of dimensional stability, extensibility, conformability, and 
in-plane shear resistance as given in Table 2 [6], provide an estimation of 
knitted fabric shapability and contourability. It is interesting to note that 
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contourability which is governed by conformability and extensibility does 
not always yield mechanical properties which is influenced by stability and 
shear resistance. A balance between the two has to be approached while 
designing preforms of desired characteris tics. 

APPLICATIONS OF KNITTED PREFORMS 
S 

Among many applications of knitted preforms for composites, major 
fields include transportation, aerospace, medical, and civil applications. 
Multiaxial warp knit preform for top shell composite and an interlock weft 
knit preform inlaid with additional yarn in horizontal direction for the wheel 
wells of an all-composite electrical vehicle was achieved by a combination of 
shaping techniques: holding, narrowing, widening, and binding off to obtain 
sufficiently high fiber volume fraction and mechanical strength from the 
curved fibers in the knitted loops [13]. Vehicular crash guards, composite 
helmet by net shaping, and contouring [86] and railway coaches of non 
crimped knitted reinforced composites [87J are the other major automobile 
applications. 

A warp knitted composite material formed by a base net structure 
embedded with silicon carbide deposits has been successfully implemented 
as abrasive composite material for finishing activities in building materials 
and nonwoven filter fabrics [88]. The complicated nature of the short weft 
knitted preforms enhance bonding and mechanical anchoring to the cement 
matrix effecting higher efficiency fact or of flexural strength [89]. T-joints 
and T-shape connectors [90], cones, pipes, and I-beams [91] form 
supplementary civil applications. 

Varistor of surge arresters to protect the electrical equipments has been 
tried with knitted E-glass/PP thermoplastic composite rnaterial [92]. Knitted 
ceramic composite jet engine vanes impregnated with silicone carbide by 
chemical vapor deposition 1931, radomes, rudder tip fairing for midsized jet 
engine aircraft [69], medical prostheses made from glass and Kevlar knitted 
composites [94,95] and electrically conductive composites, made from 
copper wirelglass fiber knit fabric reinforced with polypropylene polymer 
matrix [96] are a few important composite applications worth mentioning. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Knitted preforms are particularly suited for the rapid production of 
composite components with complex shapes due to their low resistance to 
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deformation and minimum material wastage. At the same time knits 
consume more yarn for comparable fabric properties against wovens, which 
is of much concern since cost of yarn much exceeds cost of fabric production 
particularly for high performance Gber preforms for composite applications. 
Multidirectional knitted preforms are in its embryonic stage and would 
be preferred preforms due to better performance characteristics. It is 
evident that the knitted preforms perform better than the existing ones in 
terms of cost, contourability, and impact strength but tensile, bending 
strength lacks need to be compensated with structural modifications as 
mentioned earlier. With suitable structural modifications and very high 
versatile design potential, knitted preforms offer a good deal for composite 
applications. 
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